OXYMORONS

An oxymoron is a combination of contradictory words used in common language.

Below is a list of 139 great ones…

1. absolutely unsure
2. act naturally
3. advanced beginner
4. a little big
5. almost exactly
6. alone together
7. anxious patient
8. authentic replica
9. awfully good
10. baby grand
11. bad luck
12. baggy tights
13. barely dressed
14. big sip
15. bitter sweet
16. boneless ribs
17. certain risk
18. certainly unsure
19. civil disobedience
20. civil war
21. clearly confused
22. clearly misunderstood
23. climb down
24. cold hotdog
25. comedic tragedy
26. common abnormality
27. constant change
28. a countless number
29. criminal justice
30. current history
31. definite maybe
32. definite possibility
33. demanding patient
34. detailed summary
35. diminishing growth
36. doing nothing
37. drawing a blank
38. dry ice
39. even odds
40. exact estimate
41. extensive briefing
42. first annual
43. floating to the bottom
44. found missing
45. free purchase
46. freezer burn
47. friendly argument
48. front end
49. genuine imitation
50. going nowhere
51. good grief
52. graduate student
53. group of individuals
54. guest host
55. halfway done
56. head butt
57. home office
58. hopelessly optimistic
59. hot chili
60. incorrect fact
61. increasing declines
62. inside out
63. instant classic
64. jumbo shrimp
65. last initial
66. least favorite
67. limited freedom
68. little giant
69. live recording
70. male lady bug
71. mighty weak
72. mild abrasive
73. natural synthetic
74. negative gain
75. neutral charge
76. never again
77. new routine
78. nothing much
79. numb feeling
80. old news
81. only choice
82. original copy
83. outer core
84. paid volunteer
85. park drive
86. partially completed
87. passive aggression
88. peace riot
89. permanent substitute
90. plastic silverware
91. pretty ugly
92. questionable answer
93. quickly slowing down
94. random order
95. real fantasy
96. real phony
97. retired worker
98. rubber Cement
99. safety hazard
100. same difference
101. school vacation
102. seashore
103. second best
104. serious comic
105. seriously funny
106. sharp curve
107. sight unseen
108. silent alarm
109. simple calculus
110. single pair
111. sit up
112. small crowd
113. social outcast
114. solo concert
115. solved mystery
116. strangely familiar
117. student teacher
118. study break
119. sure bet
120. taped live
121. terribly enjoyable
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123. tight slacks
124. toll free
125. tragic comedy
126. true counterfeit
127. true fiction
128. true lie
129. unbiased opinion
130. unsalted saltines
131. unusual routine
132. upside down
133. vegetarian meatball
134. virtual reality
135. whole half
136. whole piece
137. wireless cable
138. work party
139. working vacation
PALINDROMES

A palindrome is a word, phrase, sentence, or number that reads the same backward and forward.

Below is a list of 22 great ones…

1. mom
2. dad
3. 747
4. bob
5. racecar
6. radar
7. solos
8. Hannah
9. noon
10. eye
11. level
12. i prefer pi
13. a Toyota
14. harass Sarah
15. Dennis sinned
16. Madam, I’m Adam
17. Mike, can Ellen ace Kim?
18. never odd or even
19. Dr. Awkward
20. tie it
21. was it a bat I saw?
22. was it a car or a cat I saw?